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Reprogramming the Divide Within
Masculine and Feminine. That is all the duality there is within this world. 

As we really create a resonance within us KNOWING, BEING, AND ALLOWING this to be the 
truth of our Divine Selves, we begin to see the world shift around us. 

Yet, the Masculine is the DOING aspects. These are the traits that are most valued in our Male 
dominate society. Even the “Feminist Movement” uses these traits to try and get their point across. 
Yet in a society the Divine Masculine, not necessarily MALE and Divine Feminine, not necessarily 
FEMALE, needs to be balanced. When you have only one being predominant you have an 
overpowering. Greed, War, Prisons, Financial Gain over thriving, science dominant, survival mindset 
or anxiety, and so many more aspects that have become NORMAL in our society. These are the over 
active masculine traits dominating or pushing down the divine feminine that is innate in all of  us. 
These NEED to be equal within us all, not pushed to the side and forced in our lives. 

What of these qualities did you learn where most important?

How has living in a masculine dominant world shaped you?
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How often to the Divine Masculine qualities express themselves in your life on a scale from 1-10? 
How often do these qualities come into play in your life? 

Risk-taking 

Assertiveness

Action-oriented

Discipline

Boundaries

Confidence

Objectivity

Logic and analysis

Warrior
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Yang

Survival

These are innate in all humans, despite gender. There is a need to create a balance between the divine 
masculine and the Devine feminine. 

Let's go through our own life and see where we have pushed aside our divine qualities that have 
created us off balance. Are we all divine masculine qualities? 

There is a very real need to learn these DIVINE MASCULINE qualities from a the DIVINE WILL 
not from the misconstrued identity of what HUMANITY has created. Allow for the DIVINE 
MASCULINE to integrate and remove what is no longer serving you now!

What parts of the Divine masculine did you gather in your time line therapy this week? 
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In the Magical Mothering Mighty Networks Private community there is a 31 Days of “I AM” 
Transformation! Please use this to help you throughout the month of the Divine Masculine Chakra. 

Attending a personal or group retreat to activate and initiate this chakra would be the most helpful in 
fully learning the process. A private 1-1 session to guide you through both the masculine and 
feminine process can be highly useful as well. 

The Divine Masculine Potion and shiva linghams are both available from magicalmothering.com/
chakrabox.
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